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 Strong move by the Nifty bank lifted the spirits up. Nifty had a minor but firm move towards 10650 intraday and ended at 10616, gaining 40 points

 A small white candle formed today has again turned the tide in favor of bulls. However, one needs to wait for Nifty to cross 10650 decisively in a day or two

 Above 10650, index would test the 200 EMA at 10700. Given the break out in Banknifty above 200 DMA, it is highly likely that Nifty too would cross the crucial MA

 Beyond 10700, 10760 is next level. On the lower side, 10540 is immediate support.

Top Trade 

NIFTY – 10616

 Buy Nifty abv 10630 s/l blw 10580 tgt 10700-

10740

BANKNIFTY - 26155

 Buy Bank Nifty abv 26200 S/l blw 26000 tgt
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TRADE WIZARD

SCRIP B/S CMP S/L Tgt 1 Tgt 2 Remarks

M&M Fin1 Fut Buy 444 439 450 454 1 Day

HDFC1 Fut Buy 1860 1845 1880 1890 1 Day

Adani Port1 Fut Buy 346 342 352 355 1 Day

PIVOT POINTS

SCRIP Close Pivot S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 OI Change

BANKNIFTY1 26196 26119 25982 25769 25632 26333 26470 26683 11.01

NIFTY1 10631 10632 10584 10538 10490 10678 10726 10772 -0.31

AXISBANK1 626 624 614 601 590 637 647 660 -2.63

BAJFINANCE1 2348 2332 2309 2270 2247 2371 2394 2433 -1.78

DHFL1 244 240 232 220 213 252 259 271 3.47

DLF1 171 168 165 159 156 174 178 183 4.13

HDFC1 1859 1851 1838 1816 1803 1873 1886 1908 0.28

HDFCBANK1 1980 1974 1966 1952 1944 1988 1996 2010 -3.25

HINDALCO1 234 231 228 222 219 237 240 246 -3.46

IBULHSGFIN1 370 369 363 357 351 375 381 387 1.20

ICICIBANK1 1517 1519 1500 1482 1463 1536 1555 1573 -0.05

INDUSINDBK1 657 658 648 638 628 667 677 686 -1.52

INFOSYS1 1098 1097 1090 1082 1075 1105 1112 1120 1.08

RELIANCE1 287 286 283 279 276 289 292 296 2.00

SBIN1 590 591 583 575 567 598 607 614 -3.04

TATASTEEL1 1877 1883 1859 1841 1816 1901 1926 1944 -0.36

VEDL1 208 207 204 200 197 212 215 219 3.90

YESBANK1 206 209 200 193 184 216 225 232 4.63
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